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INTRODUCTION
A long-standing problem of R. Brauer is to prove that whenever B is a
 .block with defect group D of a finite group, then k B , the number of
< <ordinary irreducible characters in B, is at most D . In this paper, we
provide an affirmative solution to the problem for blocks of p-solvable
groups, for all but an explicit finite number of primes. This result has
implications for the structure of blocks of general finite groups, in the light
of other current conjectures.
w x w xBy the results of Fong 1 and Nagao 9 , Brauer's problem reduces in
 .the p-solvable case to the ``k GV -problem,'' which is to prove that
X  .whenever p is a prime, G is a finite p -group, and V is faithful GF p G-
 .module, then k GV , the number of conjugacy classes of the semi-direct
< <product GV, is at most V . In fact, it suffices to consider the case that G
acts irreducibly on V.
 .The k GV -problem has some interest in its own right, but it has so far
proved to be extremely stubborn in its full generality. Partial results have
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w x w x w xbeen obtained by Gluck 2 , Gow 3 and Knorr 5, 6 , with Knorr providingÈ È
the fundamental idea underpinning most attacks on the problem to date.
The character theory of this paper is influenced to a large extent by the
work of Gow and Knorr.È
Our main result is:
THEOREM 1. Let p be a prime with p ) 530, B be a p-block with defect
 . < <group D of a p-sol¨ able finite group. Then k B F D .
 30 .  .This relies on the solution for primes p ) 5 of the k GV -problem,
which is provided by the following two results.
THEOREM 2. Let p be a prime, G be a finite pX-group, V be a faithful
 .irreducible GF p G-module. Suppose that there is a ¨ector ¨ g V such that
G  .  . < <Res V has a faithful self-dual submodule. Then k GV F V .C ¨ .G
THEOREM 3. Let p be a prime with p ) 530, G be a finite pX-group, V be a
 .faithful irreducible GF p G-module. Then there is a ¨ector ¨ g V such that
G  . Res V has a faithful submodule which is a permutation module so it isC ¨ .G
.certainly self-dual .
The proof of Theorem 2 is subsumed within the proof of a rather more
technical, and somewhat stronger, Theorem 4, whose statement we defer
for the moment. The proof of Theorem 3 relies ultimately on the classifi-
cation of the finite simple groups, through a recent improvement by
w x w x 30Liebeck 8 of a result of Hall, Liebeck, and Seitz 4 . If the bound 5
appearing in Liebeck's theorem could be improved to some smaller integer
 .N, then our bound in Theorems 1 and 3 could be improved to max 6815, N .
1. THE CHARACTER THEORY: NOTATION AND
GENERAL REMARKS
We fix a prime p, a finite pX-group G, and a faithful irreducible
 .  < <.GF p G-module V. We set v s exp 2p ir G , and let s denote that
 w x . s pelement of Gal Q v rQ with v s v . We let F denote the Brauer
character of G afforded by V, and we fix an irreducible complex con-
 .stituent x of F. We let t denote a generator of Stab x . Notice thats :
F s  x g.g g s :rt :
 . USuppose that there is an irreducible GF p G-module W with W ( W
and let W afford Brauer character f. Then f s f. Since f is the sum of
irreducible complex characters of G which are transitively permuted by
 :s , we see that when m is a complex irreducible constituent of f, m, and
U :  .m are in the same s -orbit. If U is a GF p G-module with U ( U and
U has an irreducible submodule W with W \ W U , then U has a submod-
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ule isomorphic to W U. In that case, the irreducible constituents of the
 :Brauer character of W are transitively permuted by s , and if m is one
 :of them, then m and m are in different s -orbits.
Since G is a pX-group, we can go somewhat further:
Let m be a complex irreducible character of G, and suppose that there
 w x . g  :is some g g Gal Q v rQ such that m and m are in different s -orbits.
l  .Then  m is the Brauer character is an irreducible GF p G-module, Ul
  .  :.say where l runs through a transversal T to Stab m in s . Simi-s :
g l  .larly,  m is the Brauer character of another irreducible GF p G-lg T
module, which we label Ug. Although U and Ug are not isomorphic
 . <  . < <  . <gGF p G-modules, we still have C g s C g for all g g G, a factU U
which we will exploit below.
We recall the well-known fact that induction of class functions yields a
bijection between generalized characters of G and generalized characters
of GV which vanish off p-regular elements. Furthermore, for any general-
GV  .w x <  . <  .ized character, u , of G, we have Ind u g s C g u g for all g g G.G V
A consequence of these facts which we will frequently use is that whenever
c is a generalized character of GV which vanishes off p-regular elements,
 . <  . <y1  .the class function, u , of G with u g s C g c g for all g g G is aV
generalized character of G.
2. PROOFS OF THE CHARACTER-THEORETIC THEOREMS
The proof of Theorem 2 is included in the proof of the somewhat more
technical:
THEOREM 4. Let G, V, F, x , s , t be as in Section 1. Suppose that
 . < <  .k GV ) V . Choose ¨ g V, and set H s C ¨ . Let b be the sum of thoseG
G  .irreducible constituents f of Res x such that:H
 .i The algebraic conjugates of f which occur as irreducible con-
G  .  :stituents of Res x are transiti¨ ely permuted by t .H
 .  .  :ii Stab f : t .s :
 . G  .iii Res x contains f with multiplicity 1.H
 .  :iv The character f is in a different s -orbit from f.
G  .Then Res x y b is not faithful.H
G  .Proof. Let c s Res F . We will prove that it is not possible to findH
irreducible constituents f , f , . . . , f of c such that:1 2 t
 . ti  f is a faithful character of H.is1 i
 .ii No two of the f are algebraically conjugate.i
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 .iii For each i, at least one of the following conditions is satisfied:
 .a f occurs with multiplicity greater than one in c .i
 .  :b An algebraic conjugate of f in a different s -orbit from fi i
occurs as a constituent of c .
 .  :c f is in the same s -orbit as f .i i
We first explain how Theorems 2 and 4 both follow, once we have
G  .established this. Suppose that Res V has a faithful submodule U forH
which U ( UU. Let m be the Brauer character afforded by U. Whenever f
is an irreducible constituent of m, f is also a constituent. If f is in the
 :  .same s -orbit as f, then f satisfies condition c above. Otherwise, f
 .  4satisfies condition b above. In this case, then, we may take f : 1 F i F ti
to be a set of irreducible constituents of m which is maximal subject to the
property that no two of the f are algebraically conjugate, and we obtain ai
contradiction.
G  .Suppose next that Res x y b is faithful, where b is the sum ofH 1 1
G  .those irreducible constituents f of Res x for which none of conditionsH
 .  .  .  4a , b , c above hold. Then we can find f : 1 F i F t , a set of irre-i
ducible constituents of c , with the properties outlined above, a contra-
G  .diction. Thus Res x y b is not faithful. Let f be an irreducibleH 1
constituent of b . Then f certainly occurs with multiplicity one in1
G  .  w x . aRes x . If there is some a g Gal Q v rQ such that f is in aH
 : adifferent t -orbit from f, but f occurs with non-zero multiplicity in
G  .  . a s iRes x , then since condition b fails for f, we have f s f for someH
s i i  :integer i. Then x / x , since s f t by assumption. Hence f occurs
G  syi .with multiplicity greater than one in Res x q x , a contradiction, asH
both x and x s
yi
are constituents of F.
g  :  :Similarly, if f s f for some g g s , then g g t , for otherwise f
G  g .occurs with multiplicity greater than one in Res x q x , while x andH
x g are distinct constituents of F, a contradiction. By the definition of b1
 :f and f are in different s -orbits, so that f is an irreducible con-
G  . G  .stituent of b. Since Res x y b is not faithful, Res x y b certainlyH 1 H
is not, thus completing the proof of Theorem 4.
 4  .  .We suppose, then, that f : 1 F i F t satisfying properties i , ii , andi
 .iii above can be found. We will produce a faithful submodule U of
G  . XRes V , an integer-valued generalized character, a , of H and a sub-H
w xgroup K of H with H : K F 2 such that:
 .i If p s 2, then K s H.
 . X .2 w  .x X .2 w  .xii a h s U : C h for h g K, a h s U : C h rp for h gU U
H R K.
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Once we have established that a X exists, we may complete the proof of
Theorem 4 as follows:
a X .Notice that for h g H , a h is divisible by p unless p is odd,
<  . < < <h g H R K, and C h s U rp. If K / H, we let l denote the linearU
<  . < < <character of H whose kernel is K. For any h g H, UC h F V , so thatV
w  .x w  .x  w x .U : C h F V : C h with equality if and only if V, h F U . HenceU V
X .2 w  .x X .a h F V : C h for each h g H. Since p ¦ a 1 , it follows fromV
w x  .  . < <Lemma 1 of 12 and the remarks following that we have k GV F V
 .contrary to the hypothesis , unless perhaps p is odd and there is some
<  . < < <h g H R K with C h s U rp. Hence we may assume that p is odd andU
<  . < < <that C h s U rp for some h g H R K.U
X X  . X .Let g s a q la . Then g h s 2a h for h g K, while g vanishes
 .identically on H R K. Hence g h is an integer multiple of p for each
a  . X .  .h g H , while g 1 s 2a 1 , so p ¦ g 1 .
 .  :Evidently, HV s C ¨ . For each generator, w, of ¨ we define aGV
class function Gw . of GV via:
w . < <G x s C h g h if x is conjugate to hw for some h g H , .  .  .V
0 otherwise.
w . GV  w ..We note that G s Ind m , whereH V
mw . s m f wy1 rf 1 f .  . . f
 .fgIrr HV
and
IndH V g s m f . . H f
 .fgIrr HV
In particular, Gw . is an algebraic integer combination of characters of GV.
The above description of Gw . allows us to deduce that for each
 w . :  < <.  .  y1 y1.irreducible character f of GV, G , f s 1r H  g h f h w .hg H
< <  .  . <  . aSince p ¦ H f 1 g 1 , and since p g h for all h g H , this inner prod-
uct is certainly not zero. We also note that for each such f,
 w . :  :  :4G , f : w s ¨ is closed under algebraic conjugation.
 : w . w . w .For each generator w, of ¨ we may write G s G q G , where0 1
w . . i . <  . < X .G x s l h C h a h if x is conjugate to hw for some h g H, 0i V
otherwise.
For each such w, every irreducible character, f, of GV occurs with
non-zero multiplicity in at least one of the Gw ., and by remarks similar toi
 w . :those above, each G , f is an algebraic integer. Furthermore, for eachi
 :  w . :i, and each generator, w, of ¨ , G , f is an algebraic conjugate ofi
 ¨ . :  ¨ . :G , f , so that for each i, G , f is non-zero if and only if eachi i
 w . :G , f is non-zero.i
Let S denote the set of irreducible characters of GV which occurs withi
¨ .  w . :  :  :4non-zero multiplicity in G . For m g S , G , m : w s ¨ is a seti i i
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of algebraic integers closed under algebraic conjugation, so the arith-
< 2. : < 2  < : <.metic]geometric mean inequality yields  G , m G f ¨ ,w : w:s¨:4 i
where f denotes Euler's function.
 :For each i and each generator, w, of ¨ , we see that:
2y1 Xw . w . : < < < <G , G s H C h a h .  .i i V
hgH
y1< < < <s H C h U : C h .  . V U
hgK
U : C h .Uy1< < < <q H C h . V phgHRK
< < < <V V
F q
2 2 p
p q 1
< <s V . /2 p
 .Hence we obtain for each i
p q 1 2w .< < < : < < : < < < < : <V f ¨ G G , m G S f ¨ , .  .  i i /2 p   :  :4 mgSw : w s ¨ i
< <  . . < <so that S F p q 1 r2 p V for each i.i
 :For each generator, w, of ¨ , we also see that
< <U : C h 2 V .Uy1w . w . w . w . : < < < <G y G , G y G s H 4 C h F . .0 1 0 1 V p phgHRK
 w . w .  :  :4Arguing as above, but with G y G : w s ¨ , we deduce that0 1
 w . w . w . w .:  < < .  < : <. G y G , G y G F 2 V rp f ¨ , and then thatw : w:s¨:4 0 1 0 1
< <at most 2 V rp irreducible characters of GV occur with non-zero multi-
¨ . ¨ .  < < < <.plicity in G y G . In particular, we conclude that S R S q S R S0 1 1 0 0 1
< <F 2 V rp.
Now we have
1
< < < < < < < < < <k GV s S j S s S q S q S R S q S R S . 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 12
< <1 p q 1 p q 1 2 V
< < < <F V q V q /  /2 2 p 2 p p
p q 3
< <s V . /2 p
 . < <Since p is odd, we have k GV F V , a contradiction.
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It remains, then, to construct the submodule U, and the generalized
character a X, given the existence of f , f , . . . , f satisfying conditions1 2 t
 .  .i ] iii .
 . .We label: for 1 F i F r, f satisfies condition iii a ; for r q 1 F i F s,i
 . .  . .f satisfies condition iii b , but not iii a ; and for s q 1 F i F t, fi i
 . .  . .  . .satisfies condition iii c , but neither condition iii a nor condition iii b .
 .For 1 F i F r, let V be an irreducible GF p H-module whose Braueri
G  .character has f as a constituent. Then Res V has a submodule Ui H i
w xwhich is isomorphic to V [ V . By the results of Knorr 4 , there is aÈi i
 . w  .xgeneralized character d of H defined via d h s V : C h for eachi i i Vi
 .2 w  .xh g H. We note that d h s U : C h for each h g H, d is integeri i U ii
 .valued, and that d h is divisible by p unless h acts trivially on U .i i
 w x . g iFor r q 1 F i F s, we choose g g Gal Q v rQ so that f is ani i
 :irreducible constituent of c in a different s -orbit from f . We let V bei i
 .an irreducible GF p H-module whose Brauer character has f as ai
g i  .constituent, V be an irreducible GF p H-module whose Brauer charac-i
g i G  .ter has f as a constituent. Then Res V has a submodule U which isi H i
isomorphic to V [ Vg i. Again, we define the generalized character d of Hi i i
 . w  .x  .2via d h s V : C h for each h g H. Again we see that d h si i V ii
w  .x  .U : C h for each h g H, that d is integer-valued and that d h isi U i ii
divisible by p unless h acts trivially on U .i
G  .For s q 1 F i F t, Res V has an irreducible self-dual submodule UH i
such that the Brauer character afforded by U has f as a constituent. Wei i
note that when i / j, U and U have no common composition factor, soi j
t G  .that U s [ U is a submodule of Res V . Furthermore, U is a faithfulis1 i H
 . tGF p H-module. We set W s [ U , and we write W s X [ Y, whereissq1 i
X admits an H-invariant, non-degenerate, alternating form and Y admits
an H-invariant, non-degenerate, symmetric form. If p s 2, then we as-
sume that H acts trivially on Y, as we may.
 . w xNow X has even-dimension, say 2m, over GF p . From Gow 3 , there
 .2is a rational-valued generalized character, a , of H such that a h s
<  . <C h for each h g H, and the class function g of HX defined byX
 . m  .  .g u s p a h if u is conjugate to h g H, g u s 0 otherwise, is a
generalized character of HX. Corresponding to g , there is a generalized
 .  . <  . <character, z , of H with z h s g h r C h for each h in H.X
 .2 w  .x  .Then z h s H : C h for each h in H. Furthermore, p ¦ z 1 , andX
 .for any h g H which acts non-trivially on X, z h is divisible by p.
If p s 2, or if W s X, we let u be the trivial character of H, and take
K s H. Otherwise, we let l be the linear character of H afforded by the
w x Udeterminant of its action on Y, K s ker l. Then H : K F 2, as Y ( Y .
We construct an integer-valued generalized character, u , of H with
 .2 w  .x  .2 w  .xu h s Y : C h for h g K, u h s Y : C h rp for h g H R K.Y Y
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w xFrom Gow 3, pp. 448]449 , we know that when Y is even-dimensional
 .over GF p , there is an integer-valued generalized character, j , of H with
 .2 <  . <  .2 <  . <j h s C h for h g K, pj h s C h for h g H R K. When Y isY Y
 .odd-dimensional over GF p , there is an integer-valued generalized char-
 .2 <  . <  .2 <  . <acter, j , of H with j h s p C h for h g K, j h s C h forY Y
h g H R K.
In either case, if Y has dimension 2m or 2m q 1, respectively, we
 .define the integer-valued generalized character, g of HY via g u s
m  .p j h if u is conjugate to h g H; 0 otherwise. There is a corresponding
 .  . <  . <generalized character, u , of H with u h s g h r C h for h g H. WeY
 .2 w  .x  .2 w  .xsee that u h s Y : C h for h g K, u h s Y : C h rp for h g HY Y
R K, so that u is the required generalized character.
Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 4. We let a X be the
generalized character uz  s d of H. Then a X is integer-valued, andis1 i
X .2 w  .x X .2 w  .xa h s U : C h for h g K, a h s U : C h rp for h g H R K.U U
X . a X .Furthermore, p ¦ a 1 , and for h g H , a h is divisible by p unless p is
<  . < < < Xodd and h g H R K with C h s U rp. Thus a is the generalizedU
character required to complete the proof of Theorem 4. Careful examina-
tion of the proof above shows that Theorem 2 can be sharpened:
COROLLARY 5. Let p be a prime, G be a finite pX-group, V be a faithful
 . G  .irreducible GF p G-module. Suppose that for some ¨ g V, Res V has aH
U  .  . < <faithful submodule U with U ( U , where H s C ¨ . Then k GV F V .G
U  . w xIf equality holds then V ( V as GF p H-module and V, H F U; further-
G  .more, if U is a permutation module, then equality forms Res V to be aH
permutation module.
w x w xProof. If V, H g U, then there is some h g H with V, h g U, so
 . w  .x w  .xthat as we remarked in the proof of Theorem 4 , U : C h - V : C h .U V
w x  X X: < <Hence in the argument relying on Lemma 1 of 12 we have a , a - V .
 . < <In that case we obtain k GV - V .
w x G  .If V, H F U, then Res V s U [ T , where H acts trivially on T. InH
U  .that case V ( V as GF p H-module, and if U is a permutation module,
G  .then so is Res V .H
Remark. We consider that Theorem 4 indicates that the conditions
 . < <under which the desired inequality k GV F V can be violated are
extremely restrictive. However, if we take G be the semi-direct product of
 . an extra-special group of order 27 and exponent 3 with SL 2, 3 acting in
.the obvious manner , then G has an absolutely irreducible three-dimen-
 .sional representation over GF 7 . Letting V denote the associated
 .  .GF 7 G-module, we find using the notation of Theorem 4 that
G  .Res x y b is not faithful for any ¨ g V. However, the inequalityC ¨ .G
 . < <  .k GV F V is not violated in this example, using for example , the
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w x  .results of Knorr 5 , since there is a vector ¨ g V such that C ¨ isÈ G
Abelian.
3. REGULAR ORBITS AND PERMUTATION SUMMANDS
We will be concerned in later sections with primes which satisfy:
Hypothesis 1. p is a prime with the property that whenever H is a finite
pX-group, F is a finite field, of characteristic p and U is a faithful
FH-module such that either
 .  .a For some prime q, O H acts absolutely irreducibly on U, andq
 .every characteristic Abelian subgroup of O H is central, orq
 .  .b E H is quasi-simple and acts absolutely irreducibly on U,
H  .then there is a vector u g U such that Res U has a faithful permuta-C u.H
tion module as a summand.
In this section we will prove that all primes p with p ) 530 satisfy
 .hypothesis 1. To deal with case b above, we rely on a recent improvement
w x w xby Liebeck 8 of Theorem 6 of Hall, Liebeck, and Seitz 4 :
 w x. 30THEOREM Liebeck, 8 . Let p be a prime with p ) 5 , G be a finite
X  .p -group, V be a faithful GF p G-module such that G has no regular orbit on
V and G has a quasi-simple normal subgroup H which acts irreducibly on V.
 .Then H ( A for some integer n with n - p, and V has dimension n y 1 .n
G  .Furthermore, Res V is isomorphic to the quotient of the ``natural'' n-di-H
mensional permutation module for H by its tri¨ ial submodule.
We draw a corollary to this result which explains its relevance for us.
COROLLARY 6. Let p be a prime greater than 530, F be a finite field of
 .characteristic p. Let G be a finite group such that E s E G is quasi-simple.
G .Let V be a faithful FG-module such that Res V is absolutely irreducible.E
G  .Then there is a ¨ector ¨ g V such that Res V has a faithful permutationC ¨ .G
module as a summand.
Proof. Let s be the matrix representation of G afforded by V. Let k
 .   . 4be the extension field of GF p generated by trace gs : g g G . There is
G .a kG-module U such that V ( U m F, and Res U is also absolutelyk E
irreducible. Hence we may suppose that k s F, and do so. Then there is
 .an irreducible GF p G-module W such that V is isomorphic to a sum-
 . G .mand of W m F and F ( End W . Furthermore, Res W isG F  p. G F  p.G E
irreducible, and the permutation actions of G on vectors of V, W, respec-
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tively, are equivalent. We may suppose that G has no regular orbit on V,
hence has no regular orbit on W. Then Liebeck's theorem yields E ( An
for some integer n - p, and W s V is absolutely irreducible of dimension
 .   . .n y 1. Let Z s Z G s C E under the hypotheses of the corollary ,G
<  . <and let e be the exponent of GrZ. For any g g G with C g ) 1 weV
must have g e s 1 . Hence no coset of Z in G can contain more than eG
<  . <elements g for which C g ) 1. Since G has no regular orbit on V, weV
 . ny1 w x ny2 w xahave V s D C g , so that p - e G : Z p , and p - e G : Z .g g G V
30  .Certainly, then, n ) 6, as p ) 5 . Thus Aut E ( S , and we may identifyn
 n  . n 4  4V with  a ¨ : a g GF p , a s 0 , where ¨ : 1 F i F n is lin-is1 i i i is1 i i
 .aearly independent, and for each g g G there is some l g GF p such
 4that lg permutes ¨ : 1 F i F n .i
 . nLet u s n y 1 ¨ y  ¨ . If ug s u for some g g G, then g must fix1 is2 i
 4  .¨ and permute ¨ y ¨ : 2 F i F n . Hence C u ( A or S , and1 1 i G ny1 ny1
G  .Res V is isomorphic to the natural permutation module.C u.G
 .To deal with case a of Hypothesis 1, we require some preparation.
LEMMA 7. Let q be a prime, Q be a central product of the form ZE, where
Z is a finite cyclic q-group and E is an extra-special q-group of exponent q if q
.  : < : <is odd . Suppose that Qe P with P s Q x and x s q. Suppose that P
n < < 2 nq1has a faithful complex irreducible character x of degree q , where E s q .
 P  . :  n ny1.Then Res x , 1 F q q q r2. x:
 .Proof. We may, and do, suppose that Q s V Q if q is odd, Q s1
 .V Q if q s 2. We first claim that it suffices to deal with the case that2
 .C x is Abelian. Suppose that that case has been dealt with, but thatQ
 .  .C x is non-Abelian. Then C x contains an extra-special subgroup T ofQ Q
3  .  :  .  .  .order q , and Q s TC T . Let P s x C T . Then x x s qm x forQ 0 Q
ny1  P  . :some irreducible character m of degree q of P , and Res x , 1 s0  x:
 P0  . :  :  .q Res m , 1 . Since P s Q x , where Q s C T e P , and since Q x: 0 0 0 Q 0 0
has structure analogous to that of Q, our first claim is established. Hence
 .we assume that C x is Abelian from now on. We may also suppose thatQ
 .x x / 0, so that, in particular, x f Q.
The maximum order of an Abelian subgroup of E is q nq1, so that
<  . < nq1 <  . < nq2 <  . < <  . <C x F q , C x F q when Z Q s q, while if Z Q s 4 weQ P
<  . < nq2 <  . < nq3  .obtain C x F q , C x F q . Suppose that Z Q has order q.Q P
 .Then there are at least q y 1 algebraic conjugates of x , each of which
may be multiplied by the q linear characters of PrQ, so we deduce that
qy1 <  i. < 2 nq1 5 P  .5 2  . 2 n nq1. 2 ny1 x x - q . Hence Res x - 1rq q q q s qis1  x:
n  P  . :  n ny1.  n ny1. .2q q . If Res x , 1 ) q q q r2, we obtain q q q r2 - x:
q2 ny1 q q n which yields q s 2, n F 3 or q s 3, n s 1. If n s 1 we have
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 P  . :  .Res x , 1 F q y 1 F q q 1 r2. If q s n s 2, we have x:
 P  . :  2 1.  P  .Res x , 1 F 3 s 2 q 2 r2. If n s 3 and q s 2, then Res x , x:  x:
:  3 3.  . <  . <1 ) 2 q 2 r2 forces x x s 6, a contradiction as C x F 32.P
 . <  . nq3Suppose then that Z Q has order 4. Then we have C x F 2 . NowP
 .there are at least two algebraic conjugates of x which each may be
multiplied by the two linear characters of PrQ, so we may conclude that
 .2 nq1x x - 2 . We may argue to a contradiction as above, except that we
<  . <must also note that x / x when n s 3, while C x F 64.P
THEOREM 8. Let p be a prime, F be a finite field of characteristic p with
< < 27 XF G 2 , G be a finite p -group, V be a faithful FG-module. Suppose that, for
some prime q, G has a normal q-subgroup Q which acts absolutely irreducibly
on V, and all of whose characteristic Abelian subgroups are central. Then G
has a regular orbit on V.
< <Proof. Let r denote F . Since Q acts absolutely irreducibly on V, every
characteristic Abelian subgroup of Q is central in G. We may, and do,
 .suppose that G contains all non-zero scalar transformations. Then F G
 . a  .s ZQ, where Z s Z G ( F , and E G s 1 . There is an integer nG
 . n  .such that dim V s q and GrF G is isomorphic to a subgroup ofF
 .  .Sp 2n, q . We may, and do, suppose that Q s V Q is q is odd, Q s1
 .V Q if q s 2.2
 .aSuppose that G has no regular orbit on V. Then V s D C g . Weg g G V
  ..  n ny1. aclaim that dim C g F q q q r2 for each g g G . Let x beF V
Brauer character of G afforded by V, so by hypothesis x is a complex
irreducible character of G. To establish the inequality in the claim, it
suffices to consider the case that g has prime order. By Lemma 7, we may
suppose that g has prime order s / q. Applying Glauberman correspon-
 :dence within the group Q g , there is an irreducible character, m, of
 .C g , there is a sign e , and there is an sth root of unity, v, such thatQ
 .  .  .  . ny1x g s evm 1 . We may suppose that g f Z G , so that m 1 F q .
 G  . :  .w n  . ny1 x  n ny1.Hence Res x , 1 F 1rs q q s y 1 q F q q q r2. g:
<  . < 2 n2qn <  . <Using elementary estimate Sp 2n, q - q and the fact that Z G
s r y 1, we obtain
< < q
n
< < < < q
nqq ny 1.r2 2 n2q3 n q nqq ny 1.r2V s r - C g - G r - r ? q r , . V
aggG
 .so that except in the cases n s 1, q - 4, or q s n s 2 , we obtain
 .  2 .  n ny1 ..  . log r - 4n q 6n r q y q y 2 log q , which leads easily via ele-
. 27mentary calculus to r - 2 , contrary to hypothesis.
In the exceptional cases, the more delicate argument used during the
q n w x q nqq ny 1.r2.proof of Lemma 7 leads this time to r - e G : Z r , where
 . q nyq ny 1.r2 w xZ s Z G and e is the exponent of GrZ. Thus r - e G : Z . In
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the cases n s 1, q s 2, n s 1, q s 3, and n s q s 2 we respectively
w x w x w x 14obtain G : Z - 32, G : Z - 243, and G : Z - 2 , so in each case we
easily obtain r - 227, contrary to hypothesis.
Corollary 6 and Theorem 8 establish that all primes p with p ) 530
satisfy Hypothesis 1.
4. CLIFFORD THEORY AND THE VECTOR ¨
In this section, we use Clifford-theoretic reductions to complete the
proof of Theorem 3. We collect some straightforward lemmas together for
the convenience of the reader. All are well known and easily proved.
LEMMA 9. Let p be a prime, F be a finite field of characteristic p, H be a
finite pX-group, U and V be FH-modules, k be a finite extension field of F.
Then if V m k has a summand isomorphic to U m k, V has a summandF F
isomorphic to U.
LEMMA 10. Let p be a prime, F be a finite field of characteristic p, H be a
X  .finite p -group, V be a faithful irreducible FH-module, k s End V . ThenFH
the irreducible summands of V m k are absolutely irreducible, and if U is anyF
one of them, the permutation actions of G on ¨ectors of V, U, respecti¨ ely, are
equi¨ alent.
LEMMA 11. Let p be a prime, F be a finite field of characteristic p, k be a
finite extension of F, H be a finite pX-group. Let V be a finite-dimensional
 .kH-module such that trace h g F for all h g H. Then there is an FH-V
module U with V ( U m k.F
The main result of this section is somewhat stronger than Theorem 3.
THEOREM 12. Let p be a prime which satisfies hypothesis 1 of Section 3.
Let k be a finite field of characteristic p, G be a finite pX-group, U be an
absolutely irreducible faithful kG-module. Then there is a ¨ector u g U such
G  .that Res U has a summand which is a faithful permutation module.C u.G
 .Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false, and choose G, U, k to
 .violate the theorem with dim U as small as possible. We assume, as wek
may, that G contains all non-zero scalar transformations of U, regarding
 .G as a subgroup of GL U .
G  .We first claim that U is primitive. For if U ( Ind W , where H - GH
and W is a kH-module, then W is absolutely irreducible. The minimality of
 .dim U allows us to conclude that there is some w g W such thatk
H  .Res W has a summand which is a permutation module, say X, withC w .H
 .  .  .C w l C X s C W . Let T be a right transversal to H in G. Then,H H H
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as k-vector space, U s [ Wt. Let u s  wt. Then it is routine tot g T t g T
 .verify that [ Xt is a faithful permutation module for C u , and is at g T G
G  .summand of Res U , contrary to hypothesis.C u.G
We next claim that whenever N eG, all irreducible summands of
G  .Res U are absolutely irreducible. Suppose otherwise, and choose N eGN
G  .to be maximal subject to: Res U has an irreducible summand, W, whichN
is not absolutely irreducible. As U is a primitive kG-module, we see easily
 .   ..  .  .that End U ( M End W , where dim U s d dim W , and thatk N d k N k k
  ..  .   ..Z End U ( End W , a finite extension of k. Let L s Z End U ,k N k N k N
 . w xM s C L . Then M eG and N F M. Let t s L : k .G
Now W m L is a direct sum of t pairwise non-isomorphic, but Galoisk
conjugate, absolutely irreducible LN-modules, and GrM is isomorphic to
 . ta subgroup of Gal Lrk . Let W m L s [ W , where the W are irre-k is1 i i
 .ducible LN-modules each of which is faithful . By definition of M,
  ..  .  .   ..Z End U : End U : End U , so that Z End U :k N k M k N k N
  ..   ..Z End U . Hence Z End U \ k, so the argument used above fork M k M
G  .N tells us that Res U has an irreducible summand which is not abso-N
lutely irreducible. The maximal choice of N forces N s M.
w x G  . tSince G : M F t, and Res U m L ( d [ W , we deduce fromM k is1 i
w x G  .Clifford's theorem and Lemma 11 that G : M s t, and that Ind W (M 1
G  .  .U m L. Thus Res U s W. By the minimality of dim U , there is ak M
M  .vector w g W such that Res W has a summand, X say, which is1 1 C w . 1 1M 1
faithful permutation module. By Lemma 10, there is a vector w g W with
 .  .C w s C w .M 1 M
G  . G Now U m L ( Ind W , so by Mackey decomposition, Res U mk M 1 C w . kG
. CGw .  M  ..  .L ( Ind Res W [ Y for some LC w -module Y. ThusC w . C w . 1 GM M
G  . CGw .  . X  . XRes U m L ( Ind X [ Y for some LC w -module Y . Us-C w . k C w . 1 GG M
G  .ing Lemma 9, Res U has a summand which is a faithful permutationC w .G
module, contrary to hypothesis.
 . G  .We next claim that whenever N eG with N g Z G , Res U isN
 . G  .irreducible. If possible, choose N eG with N g Z G such that Res UN
 .  .has an irreducible constituent, W say, with dim W - dim U . Letk k
 .s : N ª GL W be the representation afforded by W. Since U is primitive
 .and W is absolutely irreducible, there is as usual for each g g G an
 .  .element z g GL W unique up to non-zero scalar multiples such thatg
y1 .  y1 .for all n g N, z ns z s g ng s . Let T be a transversal to N in Gg g
 .  .with 1 g T , and arrange so that z s z ns for all t g T , n g N.G tn t
 .  .For each g, h g G there is a g, h g k* with z z s a g, h z . We setg h g h
Ä  . 4  . .  G s g, z : g g G, z g k with product g , z g , z s g g , a g ,1 1 2 2 1 2 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä. .  .g z z . Then G is a finite group with GrZ ( G, where Z s 1, z : z2 1 2
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä4  .  . 4g k* F Z G . Let N s n, 1 : n g N . Then N eG, and N ( N.
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ÄWe may endow W with the structure of a kG-module by defining
Ä  .  .s : G ª GL W via g, z s s zz for all g g G, z g k*. Identifying NÄ Ä g
Äwith N, this extends the original action of N on W. In particular, W is an
Ä Äabsolutely irreducible kG-module. We now view U as a kG-module on
Äwhich Z acts trivially, using the action of G.
There is a finite extension, L, of k such that U m L ``factorizes''k
Ä Ä .  .  .as U m L ( W m L m X for some absolutely irreducible LG-mo-k k
Ä Ä Ä  4  .dule X, and N acts trivially on X. Now ns : n g N spans End W as Wk
Äis an absolutely irreducible kN-module. For any g g G, we may chooseÄ
Ä  .  .  .n g N so that trace gn / 0. Then trace g s trace gn rÄ ÄÄ Ä ÄÄÄWm L X Um Lk k
Ä Ä .trace gn g k. By Lemma 11, there is a kG-module X with X ( XÄÄWm Lk
Äm L. Hence U ( W m X as kG-module, and X is absolutely irreducible.k
 .By the minimality of dim U , there are vectors w g W, x g X such that
ÄG  .Res W has a summand Y which is a permutation module withC w . 1ÄG ÄG .  .  .  .C Y l C w s C W and Res X has a summand Y which is aÄ Ä ÄG 1 G G C  x . 2ÄG
 .  .  .permutation module with C Y l C x s C X . Let u s w m x.Ä Ä ÄG 2 G G
Ä .  .If g, 1 g G fixes w m x then there is some l g k* such that w g, 1 s
 . y1 y1 .  .  .  .lw, x g, 1 s l x. Hence l g, 1 g C w , l g, 1 g C x , so thatÄ ÄG G
y1 .  .l g, 1 permutes the distinguished basis of Y , l g, 1 permutes the1
 .distinguished basis of Y . Thus g, 1 permutes the distinguished basis of2
 .  .Y m Y . Furthermore, if g, 1 fixes elementwise the distinguished basis1 2
y1 .  .of Y m Y , then l g, 1 fixes elementwise the distinguished basis of1 2
 .  . y1 .Y , l g, 1 fixes elementwise the distinguished basis of Y . Thus l g, 11 2
 .  .  .  .  .g C W and l g, 1 g C X so that g, 1 g C W m X . Hence Y mÄ Ä ÄG G G 1
G  .Y is a summand of Res W m X which is a faithful permutation2 C u.G
 .module for C u , contrary to hypothesis, as U ( W m X.G
 .  .  .Next, we claim that F G F Z G , and that E G s E is a central
product of a single G-conjugacy class of components, but E is not
quasi-simple.
 .  .  .If there is a prime q such that O G g Z G , then O G acts abso-q q
 .lutely irreducibly on U and every characteristic Abelian subgroup of O Gq
is central in G, so hypothesis 1 of Section 3 implies that there is a vector
G  .u g U such that Res U has a faithful submodule which is a permuta-C u.G
 .  .  .tion module, a contradiction. Hence F G F Z G , so that E s E G g
 .Z G . Now E acts absolutely irreducibly on U, so Hypothesis 1 of Section 3
ensures that E cannot be quasi-simple. Since every non-central normal
subgroup of G acts absolutely irreducibly on U, E must be the central
product of a single G-conjugacy class of components.
Now we proceed to a final contradiction. We may write E s L L ??? L ,1 2 t
where t ) 1 and the L are distinct G-conjugate components. We seti
 .  4M s N L , and let g : 1 F i F t be a right transversal to M in G,1 G 1 1 1
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g i  .labelled so that L s L for each i and we take g s 1 . We reproduce1 i 1 G
the now standard argument that the given representation, s say, of G on
 .U is tensor-induced as a projective representation from a projective
G .representation of M . Since Res U is absolutely irreducible, we see1 E
G . teasily that Res U ( m U , where U is an absolutely irreducibleE 1st i 1
G  .submodule of Res U and where U s U g is an absolutely irreducibleL i 1 i1
G .kL -module for 2 F i F t. Since Res U is absolutely irreducible, we notei E
 .that gs is the unique up to non-zero scalar multiples linear transforma-
 . y1 .  y1 .tion T g End U with the property that T xs T s g xg s for allk
x g E.
G  .Since Res U is homogeneous, M preserves the isomorphism type ofL 11
U , and for each m g M there is a unique up to non-zero scalar1 1
.  .  .  .  .y1  y1 .multiples element z m g End U with z m ytz m s mym t fork 1
all y g L , where t is the given representation of L on U .1 1 1
Choose h g G. Let g g S be defined by M g s M g h for 1 F i F t.t 1 ig 1 i
 .There is a unique linear transformation T g End U specified by: forh k
 .  y1 .1 F i F t and for all u g U , u g T s u z g hg g and extending1 1 1 i h 1 i ig ig
this action in the obvious fashion to tensors. A routine computation
 .y1  y1 .verifies that T xs T s h xh s for all x g E, so that T is ah h h
non-zero scalar multiple of hs . This establishes that s is tensor induced
 .as a projective representation from the above projective representation
of M on U .1 1
ÄAs before, we may construct a central extension M of M , having a1 1
Ä Ä Äcentral subgroup Z ( k* with M rZ ( M and having a normal subgroup1 1
Ä  . L ( L which may be identified with L such that with this identifica-1 1 1
Ä.tion , t extends to a genuine representation of M on U .1 1
ÄSince L acts absolutely irreducibly on U Hypothesis 1 of Section 31 1
ÄM  .allows us to conclude that there is a vector u g U such that Res U1 1 C u . 1ÄM 11
 .has a summand, X say, which is a permutation module with C u lÄ1 M 11
 .  .  .  .C X s C U . Even if C u s C U , we may, and do, assumeÄ Ä Ä ÄM 1 M 1 M 1 M 11 1 1 1
 .that dim X G 2.k 1
For 2 F i F t, we set u s u g g U and X s X g F U . We let u s ui 1 i i i 1 i i 1
m u m ??? m u . We claim that X m X ??? m X is a submodule of2 t 1 2 t
G  .Res U which is a faithful permutation module.C u.G
If h g G satisfies uh s u, then there are scalars l , . . . , l g k* and1 t
there is a permutation g g S such that  t l s 1 and u g h s l g fort is1 i 1 i i ig
y1 y1 .  .each i. Then for each i, l g hg , 1 g C u , so it permutes theÄi i ig M 11
distinguished basis of X . Hence ly1 h sends the distinguished basis of X1 i i
to the distinguished basis of X . Since  t l s 1, h permutes theig is1 i
distinguished basis of X m X m ??? m X . If h fixes this basis element-1 2 t
y1 y1 .wise, we first note that for each i, l g hg , 1 acts trivially on U . Fori i ig 1
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otherwise there is a value of i such that the distinguished basis of X1
y1 y1 . contains a vector y which is not fixed by l g hg , 1 hence it is noti i ig
.sent to a scalar multiple of itself either . In that case, the distinguished
basis vector yg m yg m ??? m yg of X m X m ??? m X is not fixed by h,1 2 t 1 2 t
contrary to assumption. Next we claim that g is the identity permutation
of S . For if ig / i for some i, we choose distinct vectors x, y from thet
distinguished basis of X and we let w s yg m ??? m yg m xg m yg1 1 iy1 i iq1
??? m yg , a distinguished basis vector for X m X m ??? m X . Then wh is at 1 2 t
distinguished basis vector for X m X m ??? m X with xg in position ig ,1 2 t ig
so certainly wh / w, contrary to assumption. Now we know that for
y1 y1 .  .1 F i F t, l g hg , 1 acts trivially on U , so that h, 1 acts as multipli-i i i 1
cation by l on U s U g for each i. Since  t l s 1, h acts trivially oni i 1 i is1 i
U, as required to complete the proof of Theorem 12.
Now we can state a slightly sharper version of Theorem 3 which implies
.the version stated in the introduction by the results of Section 3 .
THEOREM 3. Let p be a prime which satisfies Hypothesis 1 of Section 3.
Let G be a finite group of order prime to p, and V be faithful irreducible
 . G  .GF p G-module. Then there is a ¨ector ¨ g V such that Res V has aC ¨ .G
summand which is a faithful permutation module.
 .  .Proof. Let F s GF p , k s End V . Let U be an irreducible sum-F G
mand of V m k. Then U is a faithful, absolutely irreducible, kG-module,F
G  .so by Theorem 12 there is a vector u g U such that Res U has aC u.G
faithful permutation module as a summand. By Lemma 10 there is a vector
 .  .¨ g V with C ¨ s C u , so the result follows Lemma 9.G G
Remark. Similarly, the analogue of Theorem 1 of the introduction is
valid for all primes p which satisfy Hypothesis 1 of Section 3.
5. CONSEQUENCES FOR GENERAL BLOCKS AND
RELATIONSHIPS TO OTHER CONJECTURES
We recall two long-standing conjectures in modular representation
theory.
The Alperin-McKay Conjecture. Let B be a p-block with defect group
D of a finite group G, and let b be the Brauer correspondent of B for
 .  .  .   .N D . Then k B s k b . Recall that k B is the number of complexG 0 0 0
w x .irreducible characters in B whose degrees are not divisible by p G : D .p
Brauer's Height Zero Conjecture. Let B be a p-block with defect group
 .  .D of a finite group G. Then k B s k B if and only if D is Abelian.0
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The Alperin]McKay conjecture and one-half of Brauer's height zero
conjecture are known to have the following consequence, which would also
be a consequence of Alperin's weight conjecture, or of conjectures of
Broue on the structure of blocks with Abelian defect groups. We state theÂ
consequence as another conjecture which would be implied by those
above.
Conjecture. Let B be a p-block with Abelian defect group D of a finite
 .group G and let b be the Brauer correspondent of b for N D . ThenG
 .  .k B s k b .
w xOlsson 10 has recently proposed:
Conjecture. Let B be a p-block with defect group D of a finite group
 . w X xG. Then k B F D : D .0
w x Kulshammer proved in 7 relying ultimately on results of ReynoldsÈ
w x.11 that Olsson's conjecture would be a consequence of the Alperin]
 .McKay conjecture, together with a solution of the k GV -problem.
 w x  ..We may using 11 again for part ii state:
THEOREM 13. Let B be a p-block with defect group D of a finite group G,
 .and let b be the Brauer correspondent for B of N D . Suppose that p satisfiesG
 30 .Hypothesis 1 of Section 3 in particular, this will hold if p ) 5 . Then:
 .  .  .  . w X xi If k B s k b , we ha¨e k B F D : D .0 0 0
 .  .  .  . < <ii If D is Abelian and k B s k b , then k B F D .
 .Proof. i Follows from the hypotheses and our Theorem 1, using
w xKulshammer's arguments in 7 .È
 .ii Follows from the hypotheses, our Theorem 1, and the results of
Äw xReynolds 11 which show that there is a block b of a p-solvable group H
Ä Ä .  .such that k b s k b and b has defect group isomorphic to D.
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